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the proportion of delta cases with vaccination status, a method that relies on the
assumption that if the vaccines were less effective against delta, delta strains would
make up a higher percentage of cases.

Getting into the nitty-gritty of relative vaccine effectiveness is fascinating and has
important policy implications, but since this is the EBM Focus, we’d like to discuss the
potential implications of collider bias, a type of selection bias that occurs in
observational studies. Collider bias is represented visually by variables colliding
together and changing the linear path to an outcome. In a hypothetical example from
this study, contracting the delta variant (more common with foreign travel) and
getting the Pfizer vaccine (more common in healthcare workers) each may reflect a
population with different characteristics than the general population; when these two
factors occur together, vaccine effectiveness may also be different than if neither or
only one of those risk factors were present. In this observational study restricted to
symptomatic people, vaccination status and virus variant might “collide” at the
outcome of those seeking medical care for symptoms, skewing estimates of vaccine
effectiveness. When present, collider bias limits the ability of a study to answer
questions about the population as a whole (including asymptomatic patients and
those who have symptoms but don’t seek medical care), and is a limitation of the
otherwise nifty test-negative case-control method.

For more information, see the topic COVID-19 (Novel Coronavirus) in DynaMed.
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